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FIND US |
Visit us at our 
SYDNEY warehouse & showroom:
1.04/75 Mary St, St Peters NSW 2044
Ph 0432 511 494.
info@inartisan.com

Or our MELBOURNE showroom:
545 High St Prahran VIC 3181
0421 884 233
melbourne@inartisan.com

Online at www.inartisan.com.
Instagram/inartisan.



INARTISAN.
ABOUT US.
Growing up surrounded by art and 
nature has influenced designer Emily 
Heysen’s personal style.  Working 
with artisans from Australia and 
around the world to create unique 
handmade pieces of the highest 
quality.  Born from an appreciation 
of colour, craftsmanship, form and 
above all functionality, INARTISAN has 
a strong commitment to creativity, the 
environment and ethical production.



A raw aesthetic for furniture pieces that are naturally beautiful.  The range 
includes hand crafted sideboards, desks, stools, coffee tables, chairs, dining 

tables, dining chairs and side tables.

Embracing the natural texture & grain of recylced teak, or certified sustainably 
sourced timber.

HANDMADE FURNITURE.





Emily Heysen, the founder of Inartisan, builds upon 
her distinctive creative vision to create these large scale 

acrylic & mixed media paintings.

Emily has inherited her passion for fine arts from her 
great-grandfather, renowned Australian landscape 
artist Sir Hans Heysen. Her paintings are characterised 
by rich pigments and bold shapes, punctuated by crisp 
details such as the silhouette of a branch or a dancing 
dotted line. Favouring abstract interior and abstract 
landscape scenes, Emily’s practice is complementary 

to the design vision of Inartisan.

The combination of sharp lines and delicate curves 
recalls both a vast horizon with scattered landmarks; 
and simultaneously, familiar shapes that elicit the sense 

of a welcoming home.

This play between nature and the home allows these 
paintings to create an atmosphere that is both warm 
and inviting, while also bringing a dynamic energy to 
the space in which they are displayed. Some of Emily’s 
paintings evoke movement and play, while others 

suggest a tranquil stillness.

ORIGINAL ARTWORK.







We can custom make many of our furniture & homewares pieces for you to 
fit that special space.

CUSTOM MADE.





Clockwise from left: Maia bulb stool, Lale 
Milking Stool - Bar Height, Rokha Stool in 

small, Sena Bar Stool, Elif Side Table, Asha 
Rectangular Stool, Rafi Peg Stool, Kalo Stool in 

Small & Large, Arzu Mini Curved Side Table.



OUTDOOR FURNITURE.
Outdoor furniture made using reclaimed teak & weather resistant fabric cushions mean these gorgeous 

pieces will stand the test of time no matter the weather.





From left to right: Flat Rattan 
Lighting in Black, Bamboo Natural 
Lighting w Handle, Flat Rattan 
Natural Lighting, Bamboo Tall 
Lightshade in Black, Droplet 
Lighting in Natural.



LIGHTING.
Handwoven Lighting from 

Java, Indonesia.  

Our lightshades are made 

from natural fibres using 

traditional weaving techniques 

providing beautiful functional 

pieces with a textural feel.





Lida Rattan Wrapped Candles
Soy & coconut wax candles handpoured in Sydney using only the 
highest quality sustainable, non GM soy waxes, wooden wicks and 
100% natural fragrances. Available in our Sun, Home & Nature Blends

Styled with beautiful pieces from our new range.



These beautiful handmade 
pieces have a glossy speckled 
glaze contrasting the raw 
stoneware base.  Designed in 
Australia by INARTISAN and 
handmade in India by our 
winderful partners.

CERAMICS.





Clockwise from top left:
Freya round bowl in mustard & 
dove. Pieces from the ceramics 

range.  Sanna Jug, Jens mini jug 
& Andres angled mug.  Sanna jug 

& Sander faceted tumblers



Introducing some new additions to our range of 
beautiful handwoven baskets from Java, Indonesia.  

Our baskets are made from natural fibres using 
traditional weaving techniques, providing beautiful 
functional pieces with a textural feel.  Perfect for 
laundry, storage, toys, poolside towels, firewood or 
simply as earthy textural pieces around the home.

HANDWOVEN BASKETS.





Recycled teak handmade servingware. 

KEEP IT NATURAL.



SUN.
EARTH.
SKIES.

collection



Designed in Australia & handmade in India by our wonderful partners. Each piece is inspired by the sun, the earth & our beautiful 
skies.  Bold shapes hand crafted in brass with an 18k Gold or Sterling Silver plating.



HANDMADE IN TURKEY.
Each beautiful  ring, necklace, bracelet and earring is 

handcrafted in Turkey.

Each is unique - crafted according to the shape of the 
individual stone



PLANTABLE CARDS.
Eco-friendly & locally made from start to finish, these 

plantable cards are made from recycled paper 
impregnated with seeds such as parsley, thyme or swan 

river daisies.  The paper is made from recycled boxes 
and the cards are then printed in our St Peter’s studio.



CUSTOM MADE & 
COLLABORATIONS.
Our mission is to craft laid-back environments 
using long-lasting products. Inspired by the 
Australian outdoors, we offer captivating pieces 
that are united by their natural textures and tones.

The team at INARTISAN looks forward to bringing 
you pieces that are both functional and maintain 
the natural, rustic warmth for which Inartisan is 
known.

Vacay Co.



Soul of Gerringong



Tigerlily Swimwear

Empanadas Che



Kohl Beauty



INARTISAN.
BY EMILY HEYSEN


